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Abstract 25
Singlet exciton fission (SF), the conversion of one spin-singlet exciton (S1) into two 26 spin-triplet excitons (T1), could provide a means to overcome the Shockley-Queisser 27 limit in photovoltaics. SF as measured by the decay of S1 has been shown to occur 28 efficiently and independently of temperature even when the energy of S1 is as much 29
as 200 meV less than 2T1. Here, we study films of TIPS-tetracene using transient 30 optical spectroscopy and show that the triplet pair state (TT), which has been 31 proposed to mediate singlet fission, forms on ultrafast timescales (in 300 fs) and that 32 its formation is mediated by the strong coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees 33 of freedom. This is followed by a slower loss of singlet character as the excitation 34 evolves to become only TT. We observe the TT to be thermally dissociated on 100 ns timescales to form free triplets. This provides a model for 'temperature 36 independent', efficient TT formation and thermally activated TT separation. 37
38
Singlet exciton fission (SF) is a quantum mechanical phenomenon unique to organic 39 chromophores that could provide a route to breaking the Shockley-Queisser limit on 40 the efficiency of single junction photovoltaics (PVs) 1,2,3 . In this process, a 41 photogenerated spin-0 singlet exciton (S1) is converted to two spin-1 triplet excitons 42 (T1). It has been proposed that this conversion is mediated by a triplet pair 43 intermediate state (TT) , which forms an overall spin-0 state 4 . This means that SF does 44 not require a spin flip and can proceed on <100 fs timescales when SF is exothermic, 45
i.e E(S1)>2E(T1), allowing for near unity efficiency (200% triplet yield) in materials 46 such as pentacene 5 . 47
48
But intriguingly, SF also proceeds very efficiently in endothermic systems, where 49 E(S1)<2E(T1), overcoming energy barriers (Eb = 2E(T1) -E(S1)) of up to 200 meV 6 . 50
Such systems are of particular technological importance, as most of the materials with 51 E(T1) comparable to the bandgap of silicon (1.1eV) fall into this category, including 52 perylenediimides 7 and acenes such as tetracene (Eb  180 meV), which is the most 53 well studied endothermic SF system 6, 8, 9 . Extensive work by Bardeen and others has 54 unambiguously shown that free triplets are produced in a high yield in polycrystalline 55
tetracene, yet S1 decays independently of temperature on a 70-90 ps timescale 6, 10, 11, 12 . 56
The rate of decay is three orders of magnitude slower than in pentacene, despite 57 similar electronic couplings between the relevant electronic states 13 . So, what controls 58 the decay rate of S1 and how can this state efficiently overcome an endothermic 59 barrier to generate free triplets? 60 61
To investigate the mechanism of endothermic SF we study solid-state TIPS-62 tetracene 14 , which has the same molecular core as tetracene but is made solution 63 processable via the addition of triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) ethynyl side groups, see Figure  64 1b. As we discuss below, TIPS-tetracene possesses sharp signatures for S1 and T1 65 states. We use ultrafast spectroscopy to show that the photoexcitated population 66 acquires TT character on sub-300 fs timescales and evolves to lose S1 character on a 67 morphology-dependent 6-20 ps timescale. The TT state is long-lived and thermally 68 dissociates into separated T1 on 10 ns timescales in disordered films at room 69 temperature, but surprisingly, remains bound for tens of µs in polycrystalline films 70 due to a low triplet-hopping rate. 71
72

Results and Discussion
73
Ultrafast TT formation 74 Figure 1a shows the energetics of TIPS-tetracene, where the energies of S1 (2.3 eV) 75 (from UV-Vis absorption) and T1 (1.20-1.30 eV) (from phosphorescence) 15 , indicate 76 that fission is similarly endothermic to tetracene. In this study we investigate two 77 film types, 'disordered' and 'polycrystalline' that differ in morphology (see SI for 78 structural characterization). The UV-Vis and photoluminescence spectra of TIPS-79 tetracene dilute solution, disordered and polycrystalline films are shown in Figure 1c . 80
The TIPS-tetracene chemical and crystal structure is shown in Figure 1b . 81
82
To investigate the dynamics of SF we use ultrafast broadband transient absorption 83
(TA) spectroscopy with 16 fs time resolution. Figures 2a and b show the room-84 temperature TA spectra from 50 fs to 2 ps of the two film types, optically excited 85 close to the absorption edge. The spectral shapes observed in both films are consistent 86
with the S1 and TT species previously identified in concentrated solutions of TIPS-87 tetracene 15 . The initial positive signal at 570 nm (Figures 2a and b) is consistent with 88 photoluminescence maximum of the 0-1 band of the S1 emission and is assigned to S1 89 stimulated emission (SE), as seen for dilute solution (Figure 2c ). The broad negative 90 signal from 600-1300 nm corresponds manily to S1 photo-induced absorption (PIA) 91
and is similar to the solution. 92
93
At longer time delays we observe a sharply peaked absorption spectrum (90ps time 94 slice in fig 2a and b) that is assigned to the TT state. This assignment is based on the 95 results from the previous solution study revealing that the T1 absorption in TIPS-96 tetracene shows sharp peaks across the visible and NIR(, regularly spaced by a 97 vibrational frequency of ~1300 cm -1 .). The TT state was shown to display the same 98 sharp T1 absorption peaks, but shifted by up to 5 meV 15 . The assignments of S1 and 99
TT to the spectral species are based on the similarity of the spectral features we 100 observe to those of individual S1 and T1 excitons in solution, but does not preclude 101 mixing of CT states, which our spectroscopic measurements can not give information 102 on, into these states 13 . 103
104
In Figure 2c we present the TT absorption spectrum at 100 ps obtained from a TA 105 measurement of the polycrystalline film. Notably, the sharp TT absorption bands at 106 670, 850 nm and 960 nm enable us to track the conversion of S1 to TT. 107 108 Figure 2d and 2e show the loss of S1 SE and growth of the TT absorption for the two 109 film types over the first 2 ps. To single out the TT growth we use kinetics at 860 nm 110 and 835 nm, at the maximum and to the side of the sharp TT absorption band (see TT 111 absorption in Figure 2c ) and normalise to the peak initial signal when only S1 is 112 present. The difference between the two kinetics provides a background-free kinetic 113 and captures TT population evolution. Both films show a rise time of 250 fs for the 114 TT absorption that is matched by the rate of loss of SE intensity at 570-580 nm. We 115 confirm this time for the ultrafast interconversion of S1 and TT using a spectral 116 deconvolution method that takes into account all spectral changes across the visible-117 NIR region (see Supplementary Information section 5). At longer times, there is a 118 further ~10 ps rise in the TT state, matching the decay of S1. 119 120
Vibrationaly coherent TT formation 121
The ultrafast pump pulse impulsively excites the system as has been discussed 122 previously 16 . This vibrational coherence results in strong oscillations in the TA 123 spectra and kinetics, as seen in Figure 2d -e. We globally fit the population decay for 124 the TA measurements and Fourier transform the residuals that contain the modulation 125 on top of the electronic response ( Supplementary Fig. 14) . In Figure 3a we compare 126 these Fourier spectra obtained from integration across the whole optical spectrum of 127 both film types (560 -1300 nm) with dilute solution (grey trace) and the ground state 128 resonance Raman spectrum (black trace). 129
130
The presence of additional modes in the films in comparison with solution results 131 from additional excited states present in the films that are absent in dilute solutions. 132
To explore this, we compare the 315 cm -1 mode which is associated with the S1 state 133 as seen in the dilute solution, with the 760 cm -1 mode that is only present in the films. 134
We plot the strength of these modes as a function of wavelength in Figure 3b , for 135 polycrystalline films that afford the best signal to noise. These plots show which parts 136 of the spectrum the modes are associated with and hence which excited states they are 137 coupled with. As can be seen in Figure 3b , the distribution of the 315 cm -1 mode 138 reveals nodes at the positions of maximum absorption intensity of the polycrystalline 139 film at early time delays when the system is dominated by S1, as expected in the case 140
where the 315 cm -1 mode is related to the lateral shifting of the S1 absorption 141 spectrum ( Supplementary Fig. 17 ) 17 . The 315 cm -1 mode also shows intensity at lower 142 energies (~ 1300 nm) where there is a strong S1 PIA. In contrast, the intensity of the 143 760 cm -1 mode is strongest in the 600 nm-900 nm region, with a node at 860 nm, 144
where there is a sharp TT PIA, and is very weak at wavelengths > 1000 nm, where the 145 TT state does not absorb strongly. This mode is absent in the vibrational spectra of 146 dilute solutions where SF does not occur and no TT state is formed. 147
148
In Figure 3c we present sliding-window Fourier transform plots of the 315 cm -1 and 149 760 cm -1 modes. This analysis uses a 1 ps-wide sliding window, represented on the x 150 axis by the earliest time point in the window. The 315 cm -1 mode is plotted for 570 151 nm and the 760 cm -1 mode is plotted for 850 nm, the regions associated with SE and 152 strong TT absorption in the polycrystalline films respectively. We find the 315 cm -1 153 mode shows a decrease over time, as expected for a mode where vibrational 154 coherence is generated upon photoexcitation and subsequently damped, either by 155 movement away from the S1 PES or by scattering on the phonon bath. Scattering is 156 unlikely, as damping times for this phenomenon are expected to be on the picosecond 157 timescale. In contrast, the 760 cm -1 mode shows an initial increase, as the window 158 slides from 0-1 ps to 0.4-1.4 ps. The time period of the 760 cm -1 mode, 43 fs, is much 159 shorter than the TT rise time (250 fs), which means that vibrational coherence cannot 160 be created impulsively via the SF process populating TT. Rather, the 760 cm -1 mode 161 is likely to be a product mode of the reaction, formed as the nuclear wavepacket 162 moves from the S1 to the TT PES. Hence, the increase in strength seen in Figure 3c as 163 the underlying TT state grows in (Figure 2e ) indicates the formation of the TT state 164 occurs via a vibrationally coherent process. This is similar to vibrationally coherent 165 SF observed in exothermic SF systems, which has been explored both 166 theoretically 18, 19 , and experimentally 20, 21, 22 , and also vibrationally coherent ultrafast 167 internal conversion in polyenes 23 and energy transfer in biological light harvesting 168 systems 24 . 169 170 This coupling also modulates the energy levels of the states involved in the SF 171 process, which is likely to help drive TT formation, as has been previously suggested 172 in a computational study of tetracene derivatives 25 . The shifting of the PIA features in 173 the ultrafast TA spectra reveal that the transition energies over all excited states 174 present are modulated by more than 100 meV ( Supplementary Fig. 14 Our observations show that vibrational modes are involved in the rapid formation of 179 TT in TIPS-tetracene. This is different from a model based on strong-electronic 180 coupling between S1 and TT, which has previously been invoked to explain the 181 dynamics of tetracene by Zhu et al. 26 . Instead of the direct formation of a 182 superposition of S1 and TT upon photoexcitation, our data suggest that following 183 photoexciation vibrational modes drive the wavepacket from the initially populated 184
Frank-Condon region, modulating both the energies and couplings between S1 and TT 185 and leading to the evolution of the state from one dominated by S1 character to one 186 dominated by TT character. While such a process is known for exothermic 187 fission, where 2xT1 is lower in energy than S1, these results show how even 188 in endothermic systems the TT state can be accessed on ultrafast timescales, enabling 189 endothermic fission to be equally efficient at generating triplet excitons. 190
191
As seen in Figure 2d and 2e, following the early time ultrafast conversion of S1 to TT, 192 there is delayed rise in TT with a concomitant decay of S1. This slower S1 decay is 193 reminiscent of the S1 decay observed in tetracene 6,10it decays independently of 194 temperature over tens of picoseconds (see Supplementary Fig. 23-24 ) and shows a 195 morphology-dependent lifetime (6-10 ps for disordered and 15-19 ps for 196 polycrystalline), matching the delayed rise of TT. Correspondingly, a 11 ± 1 ps and 197 12 ± 1 ps photoluminescence lifetime was measured for the disordered and 198 polycrystalline film types respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ). The variation in 199 lifetime for the S1 decay we observe between the TA and PL, and within the TA 200 measurements, we consider to arise due to the inhomogeneity across the 201 polycrystalline film. Importantly, in the absence of higher time resolution and sharp 202 TT spectral signatures this S1 decay time would appear to be the SF rate for TIPS-203 tetracene. However, as we have shown, this S1 decay rate gives a misleadingly slow 204 indication of the rate of initial TT formation. 205
206
We consider that the ultrafast formation of TT represents SF that occurs at 207 photoexcited sites in the film where intermolecular arrangement is optimal for SF. 208
The picosecond morphology-dependent loss of S1 and rise of TT may to be related to 209 the time needed for the excitation to diffuse to optimal fission geometries, as has been 210 suggested in tetracene 10, 27 . Multiple timescales for TT formation have also been 211 observed in hexacene 22 , where fission is exothermic, and most recently in rubrene 28 , 212 where in both cases the two timescales of TT formation have been attributed to both 213 coherent and incoherent fission processes. In the later study, it was suggested that 214 coherent TT formation was related to excitation of low-frequency symmetry breaking 215 intermolecular modes, which was followed by a separate incoherent TT formation 216 pathway 28 . However, in TIPS-tetracene we cannot rule out an alternate explanation 217 for the slow loss of S1 that is also consistent with our data, whereby vibronic coupling 218 sets up an equilibrium between S1 and TT and the 6-19 ps timescale is related to the 219 time needed to fully shift the S1-TT equilibrium to only TT. Such a process could be 220 mediated by slow damping of certain low-energy phonon modes that are associated 221 with the photoexcited state and not present within the crystal in the ground state, and 222 thus cannot be easily damped. This could allow for a vibronic equilibrium between S1 223 and TT to be setup, which would last as long as the modes are undamped. Damping of 224 vibrational modes over 10s of ps has been previously observed at low temperature in 225 pentacene crystals in naphthalene 29 . This hypothesis would be supported by our 226 observation that the broad PIA (600 nm-1300 nm) in the two films does not show the 227 prompt loss of oscillator strength as seen the SE feature, but shows many sharp 228 features associated with TT from sub-200fs timescales and decays over the 229 picosecond timescale (Figure 2a and b ). We predict that the ultrafast TT formation is 230 associated with rapid movement away from the Franck Condon region resulting in 231 loss of SE and that the broad PIA features are due to absorption of the resulting S1-TT 232 state to higher-lying excited states. 233 234
Thermally activated TT dissociation 235
The fast formation dynamics indicate that the initial TT yield could be very high, as it 236 outcompetes radiative and non-radiative decay channels. However, it is the yield of T1 237 + T1 at longer timescales that is more relevant for photovoltaic device applications. 238 Figure 4e tracks the evolution of both films at 850 nm from 10 ps to 2 ms. In the 239 disordered film, the raw TA kinetic shows the presence of two decay regimes that we 240 can spectrally resolve, using a spectral deconvolution code based on a genetic 241 algorithm 30 , into the decay of bound TT state (= 10 ns (295 K)) and the decay of 242 separated T1 (= 10 s (295 K)) ( Figure 4b) . The near-IR spectra of the concentrated 243 solution, disordered film and polycrystalline film are shown in Figure 4(a,c,e ). For the 244 concentrated solution and disordered film we observe a shifting of the TT absorption 245 peaks and loss of absorption between the two peaks over 1 ns -1 µs, to give the 246 absorption confirmed via sensitisation to be T1 at microsecond delays 15 . A shift in the 247
TT absorption peaks have also been observed in pentacene derivatives and associated 248
with the changing excitonic interactions of the bound state as it separates 31 . However, 249
in the disordered film of TIPS-tetracene the TT dissociation rate and the yield of T1 + 250 T1 are both temperature-dependent ( Figure 4b ). As the temperature is lowered we 251 observe slower TT decay and relatively weaker T1 + T1 absorption, consistent with a 252 thermally activated TT separation. At the lowest temperatures measured (10 K), we 253 resolve only the TT state. We note that the room temperature TT lifetime measured 254 here is comparable to the TT lifetime in concentrated solution (8.7 ns) 15 , indicating 255 that a similar barrier is overcome in both systems. We make two estimates for the 256 yield of the reaction TT to T1 + T1. From the quenching of the TT PL at room 257 temperature (see below), we obtain a value of 180 ± 10 %, and from the evolution of 258 the TA, using T1 cross-sections obtained from sensitization measurements a value of 259 130 ± 20 % (see Supplementary Information section 7) . 260
261
The TT absorption, including the weaker TT feature at 900 nm, decays more slowly 262 and is present over the full decay in the polycrystalline film, Figure 4e . Furthermore, 263 the spectrum cannot be de-convoluted into multiple species. The decay of the 264 spectrum does not show an evident temperature dependence, nor is its decay 265 accelerated under increased fluence (from 80-400 Jcm -1 ). Taken together, these 266 observations suggest that in polycrystalline films the TT state does not dissociate to 267 T1 + T1 even at room temperature. 268
269
To understand why the crystalline morphology gives rise to a long-lived TT state, we 270 calculate the triplet-hopping rates in two distinct intermolecular situations that 271 represent the extreme case for structure difference between the polycrystalline and 272 disordered films -two molecules from the crystal structure and two pi-pi stacked 273 dimers, respectively (see Supplementary Information section 2 for details). We find 274 that the two intermolecular geometries present very different hopping integrals: 15 275 and 0.2 meV for the pi-stacked dimer and the crystal structure respectively. Using a 276 reorganization energy of 0.33 eV and the Marcus model 32 these hopping integrals 277 correspond to a T1 hopping time of 2.5 ps and 52 ns, respectively. As we cannot know 278 how large or dense the pi-stacked domains are in the disordered film, this value 279 represents an upper limit. Importantly, these calculations highlight the unusually poor 280 triplet-triplet coupling in the TIPS-tetracene crystal structure and suggest that in 281 polycrystalline films, triplet hopping is very slow and significantly slow the 282 dissociation of the bound TT state. 283 284
Photoluminescence from the TT state 285
Photoluminescence measurements also reveal information on the energetics and 286 evolution of the TT state. The photoluminescence quantum efficiency in both film 287 types is moderately low: 3% and 1% for the disordered and polycrystalline films 288 respectively, at room temperature. However, as we report below, the PL yield for the 289 disordered film increases rapidly with reducing temperature, by a factor of 20 at 10 K, 290 implying a PL yield of around 60%. Fig. 5c and 5f show the temperature-dependent 291 steady-state PL of the two films. The disordered film shows a broad PL centered at 292 ~650 nm, with two vibronic peaks clearly visible at low temperature. The 293 polycrystalline film shows three different peaks, and the overall temperature-294 dependent behavior is similar to tetracene 5,6 , with the second peak at 580 nm 295 dominating at higher temperatures and the high-energy feature at 540 nm, associated 296 with the 0-0 transition of S1 dominating at low temperature. 297
298
The time-resolved PL at 10 K reveals that in both film types there are two emissive 299 species, a prompt high-energy component, and a red-shifted emissive state (time 300 slices at 0.5 ns and 50 ns in Figure 5a and 5d) . The high-energy state has the same 301 spectrum as the dilute solution and decays with a temperature-independent lifetime 302 ( Figure 5b and 5e); we assign this to emission from S1 in both disordered and 303 polycrystalline films. For the crystalline film, the S1 feature has a delayed component, 304 similar to the well-studied delayed PL in tetracene 6,33 . For the disordered film, no 305 delayed component of S1 is detected, indicating that any regeneration of the S1 from 306
TT is too weak to detect. 307
308
In both films the red-shifted emission region shows a thermal-dependence. From the 309 kinetic traces at 650 nm of the disordered film we obtain an activation energy, out of 310 the red-shifted emissive state, of ~90 meV ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). This temperature-311 dependent emission tracks the temperature dependence for the TT state we observe in 312 TA (Figure 4b ). We note that the high PL yield from the red-shifted emission in the 313 disordered film at 10 K allows direct comparison of the PL decay with the time 314 evolution of the TA spectra. As shown in Figure 4d the PL decay occurs on a 50 ns 315 timescale and matches the TT state decay measured via TA, as seen in solution 316 ( Figure 4b) . We thus consider that the red-shifted emission in the disordered film also 317 derives from the TT state. We note that 50 ns lifetime with 60% PL yield at 10K 318 suggests a radiative lifetime for the TT state in the disordered film of 80 ns. From the 319 PL yield in the disordered film, we can estimate the yield of the reaction TT to T1 + 320 T1 to be ~180%. 321
322
For both films, the red-shifted species shows pronounced vibronic structure, as 323 observed in a recent study of singlet fission in heteroacenes undergoing fission 34 . 324
These are sharper in the polycrystalline material and broadened in the disordered, 325
where the emission has the same spectrum as the TT emission in concentrated 326 solution (Fig. S14) . We therefore predict that the weak, red-shifted emission in the 327 polycrystalline film is also due to the TT state and that the transition dipole moment 328 of the TT state in the polycrystalline film is significantly reduced compared to the 329 disordered material. This is likely to be due to the ability of the molecules in the 330 disordered film to rearrange into an excimer-like TT state geometry that can more 331 easily radiatively couple to the ground state. 332
333
The activation energy we extract for TT dissociation from the PL measurements (50-334 90 meV), is comparable to the activation energies measured for tetracene using PL 335 and TA (40-70 meV) 35, 36 . Taking into account the entropic gain following the 336 dissociation of TT to free triplets, which has been discussed by others 26, 36 , we expect 337 the activation energy to be one half of the value of Eb which we estimate to be 200 338 meV. 339 340
Conclusions
341
In summary, we have tracked the photophysical behavior of TIPS-Tetracene over ten 342 orders of magnitude ( Figure 6 ) and our results show that ultrafast, activation-less 343 formation of stabilized, long-lived TT states, that quench radiative losses via S1 and 344 protect the excitation from competing decay channels, is key to efficient endothermic 345 formation of T1 + T1. These states can be formed on sub 300 fs timescales, the 346 ultrafast conversion mediated by vibronic coupling. These results unify the 347 observation in tetracene of the simultaneous ultrafast rise of S1 and multiexciton 348 features by Zhu et al. by photoelectron spectroscopy 26 with the slower S1 dynamics 349 observed in optical measurements 6, 10, 12 generated at the Franck Condon (FC) position of the S1 potential energy surface is 605 passed to the TT state during ultrafast formation of TT. Thermally-activated TT 606 separation occurs over tens of nanoseconds. (Bottom) The kinetics of the S1, TT and 607 T1 + T1 species in the disordered film from 10 fs to 100 s, obtained from the TA 608 measurements using a genetic algorithm for spectral deconvolution. 609
